
Spend a second per
MAYTOWN - The flock

manager should spend about
one second per bird each day
observing each bird in the

flock or handling birds,
freeing caught birds,
removing dead birds or
improving ventilation, en-

vironment, caring for heat,
feed or water and grit

Let’s look at cost and
returns of spending one
second of time per bird per
day in the flock, says Penn
State Poultry Specialist
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If you pay a person $4 per
hour to manage a flock of
birds, then this payment of
6 6 cents a minute,
managers cost, and .11 cent
per second of time spent So
if you spend one second a
day for 365 days for one
layer-type bird you then
spend 365 seconds per year
at a cost of 41 cents per year
per layer just to observe and
manage the flock.

Last year poorly managed
layer flocks earned 20 cents
per layer per year net in-
come to labor and
management, while well
managed flocks earned $1 00
per layer per year, net in-
come to labor and
management We therefore
see an 80 cent per bird im-
provement in income bet-
ween poor flocks and
profitable flocks So the
question is, will you spend 41
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NOW Account or service charges. If it wasn’t for
Farmers First, I’d have thought those were my onlychoices.
Here I am working hard to make ends meet and zap! Along comes the
news from my bank that I’ve got two choices: A NOW Account or a Regular
Checking Account with minimum balances and service charges. I said some
choice! That’s when I saw this Guide to Preference Checking from Farmers
First Bank. Farmers First gives people choices. In fact, you can pick from five
different checking accounts at Farmers First.

I r -

I picked Combination Checking. All Ido iskeep j PJjjJk
either a $2OO balance in my checking account or I iSimS*
$3OO in my Farmers First Savings Account. Only if Checking'

both balances fall below the minimum do I get
charged $3.00. And I still earn 5-1/4% interest
on my savings

Pick up your
Guide to
Preference
Checking at any
Farmers First
office. Or call
626-4721.
Extension 207I found the checking account "

I prefer by reading
this booklet.

T...so even if
you don’t bank

at Farmers First,
read their Guide

to Preference
Checking.
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bird with
cents per layer per year with
the risk of earning 80 cents
more per layer per year 9

Let’s look at pullets which
growfor 20 weeks or 140 days
at one second for flock ob-
servation per bird per day or
140 seconds at 11 cent per
second cost of manager or a
total of 15 cents per pullet in
the flock as management
cost to look at birds, free
caught birds, pull dead
birds, care for needs of the
bird in environment and
nutrition and disease
prevention or control

Net income to labor inH
management per pullet can
be 25 cents per pullet so the
question is, can you spend 15
cents to earn 25 cents per
pullet per batch9 Jordan
asks

Let’s look at meat birds
like roasters which grow to
10 weeks of age or 70 days at
one second per day or 70
seconds per roaster as ob-
servation time of the flock
manager

This means if you observe
each and every bird for one
second per day during the
growing period this costsyou
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your flock
eight cents per roaster to
observe the birds, examine
them for health, disease or
parasites

Pick up dead birds, weigh
live birds, post dead birds so
that you keep in touch with
disease or health disorders

The real question is, can
you afford to spend eight
cents per bird to receive a
better income when birds
are sold9 If you hire it done,
this one second per bird pier
day will cost eight cents per
roaster sold at 10 weeks of
age ifyou pay $4 00 per hour
for a person to manage this
flock

If the manager does this
himself or herself, then the
cost is not eight cents per
bird, it is a question of where
else can you place your time
to earn more or less9

In looking at turkeys, the
profit goes up

Let’s say you are growing
turkeys to 20 weeks or age or
140 days at one second to
observe every bird for a

second every day Thus we
see we spend 140 seconds
observing a 20 week old
turkey, we therefore hire
someone at $4.00 per hour or

11 cents per second or we
spend 15 cents more on every
turkey on observationtime

So the question is, can you
spend 15 cents per turkey to
improve bird performance,
to pick up and post dead
birds, to keep feeders,
waterers, environment and
bird health perfect or as
goodasyou can keep it9

Remember, the birds’
performance pays the bills,
the farmer only writes the
checks
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Big Dutchman cage systems are the “standard"
by which all others are measured So why not
start your cage shopping with the No 1 com-
pany in the field

We can provide “all" the components that
make up a complete cage system and therefore
are able to guarantee reliability, control, cost
savings and one-source service

Contact us for personalized information and
service concerning any of our Big Dutchman
Systems
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